
BALLOON ARCHES
S P R I N K L E S  &  C O N F E T T I

SUPPLY CHECKLIST

STEP BY STEP  
(APPROXIMATELY 45 MIN ONCE BALLOONS ARE FILLED)

 Determine the # of balloons you need of each color, fill to consistent sizes and knot.  

This step can be completed a day or two prior (storing balloons in garbage bags if necessary for transport)

 Once each balloon is knotted tie two balloons of the same color together at the knots 

 Now take two sets of pods and twist them together at the knot to create a quad of balloons in a clover shape 

 Connect the tabletop balloon arch to the table (6ft tables work best - if larger you'll need two arch kits)

Use the provided clamp to attach to side of table - if this clamp is too small, larger ones can be purchased at Home

Depot for about $2-3.   If you have to use a larger one - we recommend placing a small cardboard piece between

the  clamp and table to protect your table from damage - then zip tie the small provided clamp to the large clamp 

 Now you're ready to place the first 2-3 arch tubes on each side of the table using the clamp starters - we recommend

using clear table to secure the tubes at the joints for extra stability.  Once those are stable continue to add tubes until

you connect both sides of the display to create an arch.  

Once all tubes are connected you can begin twisting the balloon quads around the tubing in the color order of your

choice - simply start at the middle and twist the balloons around until they fit together in a desired color flow 
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BEFORE YOU START! 
Know what pattern you're trying to achieve and have a plan for how many balloons of each color you need.  The key is

consistency in the size of your balloons, If you're working with 11" balloons fill one to desired size and try to fill all balloons to

consistent size for an even aesthetic.   Trick:  Cut a hole in an old shipping box for the dimension of the balloon you want

filled - then quickly measure balloons as you fill them to ensure an even and conistent sized arch. 
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Tabletop balloon arch kit

Extra clamps if your table is wider than kit clamp 

80-100 11" latex balloons (your preferred colors)

Clear tape for arch joints 

Zip Ties for securing the arch with extra support 

Qualatex Balloon Pump 

VIDEO 
TUTORIAL HERE 

http://www.sprinklesandconfetti.com/
https://www.sprinklesandconfetti.com/products/balloon-arch-kit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuaSIS_W7_M

